
A Message from Lis Addison: 

In 40 years as a composer, vocalist, dancer and healer, I have observed the power 
of song and dance to improve the well-being of our human family. I have seen 
stress dissipate, self-worth improve, creativity flower, pain dissolve and 
communities strengthen. Dance-songs have been used traditionally for communal 
healing in MOST TRADITIONS OF THE WORLD and I feel they are valuable today to 
liberate the voice and body for personal and global well-being. 

We get clogged up with tension, toxins, monkey mind and desires which can cloud 
our awareness of the brilliant beings we are. In 1993, as a way to challenge this, I 
developed Chakra Healing Chants that use sound vibration to remove stagnant 
energy that can block the Light. Throughout two decades of working with clients 

using these chants, I observed two things: 1) Women have experienced a collective shutdown of the voice as a 
result of historical suffering and 2) Sound Vibration is a powerful medium for clearing stuck energy.  

In 2007, I learned to access my Akashic Records. At the same time my students asked me to record the Chakra 
Healing Chants on an album. The timing was perfect because I had just suffered a back injury and had to curtail 
all activity except composing in my studio. I had my Records open as I composed and the most beautiful music 
came through! When my “Song of the Tree” album was complete, the Akashic Record Keepers said “Move the 
Chants” and KiVo-Kinetic Voice was born.  

During the following decade, while developing the music, movements and philosophy for KiVo, I embarked on 
a pilgrimage to study the dance-song tradition worldwide. I traveled to Kamba, Chuka, Maasai and Morogoro 
communities in East Africa; to Susu and Malenke communities in West Africa; to Celtic Lands in Europe; to 
Ohlone and Lakota tribes in the Americas; to Shaking Medicine, Balkan folk dance and Ecstatic Dance 
communities; to Stanford to study ethnomusicology, to Ashrams to continue my study of North Indian Raga 
singing and to my own music studio to practice and compose healing and sacred music, music, music, all the 
while consulting the Akashic Records for guidance for myself and my clients. 

In Kenya I experienced Kwina-wathi which are traditional dance-songs or songs that are danced and dances that 
are sung. Kwina-wathi are a form of ritual, healing and community building. They feature an Ngui or Soloist who 
is the Leader and who is required to be a medicine woman, composer, vocalist, dancer, instrumentalist and 
poet. I think I was an Ngui in a past life! 

I’m still using dance and song for healing and community building; still determined to help others be free of old 
patterns, karmas, knots and tension with spiritual guidance; still holding a vision of our brilliance so we can 
serve our communities, families and Mother Earth.  

I am at your service as a Composer, Sound Healer, Akashic Consultant, Kinetic Voice Facilitator. These are my 
sacred gifts. I am at the ready to help you find yours.  

With Light and Love,  

Lis Addison, Akashic Healing Vibrations 


